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APSN OV2801080491 
SUBJ Soviet Commentary List for 27 Jan 91 
Full Text Superzone of Message 
1 2701. youth program: uni students at brussels internatnl fed of econ, \ 

business management; youth activities in mongolia, belorussia, tashkent 
ufo report (26.5 min: mand 1000 1400) 

2 2702. current events, cmtries: (menksolov) on asia-pacific disarmnt 
symposium to be held in bandung 28 jan (3 min: mand 1400) 

3 2703. bessmertnykh leaves for u.s. 26 jan (brief: mand 262200 brief: jap 
261000) 

4 2704. bessmertnykh meets press after talks wth baker, expressing hopes 
for bush-gorbachev talks (1.5 min: mand 1000; 1300; 1 min: mand 1400) 

5 2705. sunday outlook: report on bessmertnykh's u.s. visit, views on 
relations wth u.s. (3 min: mand 1300) 

6 2706. solton on bessmertnykh u.s. visit, noting bush ambiguity on moscow 
visit, stressing importance of bilateral ties (3.5 min: jap 261200) 

7 2707. (ririkov) in tass on sov-jap realtions, noting kaifu speech hoping 
for gorbachev visit, formins talks in moscow, warning jap media for 
criticism of baltic actions (5 min proc: jap 261200 1 min: jap 261200) 

8 2708. gorbachev greets indian ldr on national day (brief: mand 262200 
0100) 

9 2709. current events, cmtries: alekseyev on orchirbat visit to prc (3 min 
proc: mand 1400) 

10 2710. far east journal: cpd member intervwd on sov far east trade wth 
japan, rok (18 min: jap 261000) 

11 2711. gorbachev 26 jan signs antistrike decree (1 min: mand 262200 0100 
0700 brief: mand 1000 1400) 

12 2712. program preview for 27 jan moscow mand (3.5 min: mand 262200) 
13 2713. ussr today: more letters to gorbachev urging baltic settlemnt (6 

min); report on current rsfsr supsov session (4.5 min) (10.5 min total: 
mand 0100) 

14 2714. sci tech wrld: report on anaemia research (4.5 min); report on study 
of day-night phenomena on space activities (3 min); anon intervw wth 
sci-tech indust assoc ldr on getting inventions into prod (4.5 min); 
intervw wth acad of sci academician (4 min) (16 min: mand 0700) 

15 2715. current events, cmtries: kurov on gorbachev monetary reform order 
(3 min; mand 1000 1400) 

16 2716. sunday outlook: rogachev on baltic sit (3.5 min: mand 1300) 
17 2717. misc internal ussr items: j~1200 
18 unpro none; poorest none (endall) ....... BT #4707 NNNN 
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